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“The point of the guidelines is to get the party and nonparty together and ask, ‘What do we
really need, what do we really need to focus on?’” Blosveren said. “It can really disrupt a
company’s business when they have to spend time finding documents rather than
performing their regular work.”
Blosveren and Porcellio, who sit on the technology subcommittee of the advisory council,
said they looked to case law like Tener v. Cremer, 89 A.D.3d 75, 931 N.Y.S.2d 552 (1st
Dep’t 2011), Nassau County’s e-discovery guidelines, Sedona Conference commentary
and the Chief Administrative Judge’s Working Group on Electronic Discovery to construct
the guidelines.
The timing of the proposal’s release for public comment is notable in light of a recent Court
of Appeals’ ruling that clarified the statewide standard of enforcing subpoenas to
nonparties, favoring the more expansive interpretation by the First and Fourth
Departments.
“That decision confirms that New York has liberal discovery rules and that includes
discovery from nonparties,” Blosveren said. “That makes the need for guidelines like this
even more pronounced.”
Suevon Lee can be reached at sylee@alm.com and on Twitter @suevlee. Follow CLI on
Twitter @NYComLitInsider.
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